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Abstract
In this study we explore how acoustic and lip articulatory 
characteristics of bilabial consonants and three extreme 
French vowels vary in Lombard speech. In the light of several 
theories of segments perception we have shown that formant 
modifications should decrease the audio intelligibility of 
vowels in noise. On the contrary, modification in lip 
articulation should improve the visual intelligibility of vowels 
and bilabial consonants. This is not in agreement with 
previous studies which reported a global increased 
intelligibility of Lombard speech especially in the audio 
domain and not a lot in the visual one [1-3]. Thus, more 
detailed research is needed about the segmental and prosodic 
contribution to the increased intelligibility of Lombard speech 
Index Terms: Lombard speech, production, audiovisual cues. 

1. Introduction
Speech produced in noisy environment, also called Lombard 
speech, demonstrates several acoustic and articulatory 
modifications as compared to speech produced in quiet 
condition [1,4-6]. Are these modifications  communicative 
strategies [7] or just a consequence of the increased voice 
intensity [8]? In any case, they globally contribute to enhance 
speech intelligibility in the audio domain [1], but not so much 
in the visual one [2,3]. However, we do not know very 
precisely yet in which extent all the different speech 
modifications contribute (or not) to this intelligibility 
improvement. Some previous studies have shown that some 
of the acoustic modifications could contribute to enhance the 
emergence of speech over a background noise [9-11]. It has 
also been shown that some prosodic cues to discourse 
structure are enhanced in noise [9,12,13] as well as words 
carrying the most information in the utterance [9]. In this 
article, we aim at exploring whether articulatory changes 
observed in Lombard speech could potentially contribute to 
increase segmental intelligibility, by prototyping audible 
or/and visible cues to segments recognition or distinction.
The reasons for hyper-articulating in noise are indeed not 
very clear. First, some studies support the idea that increased 
jaw aperture observed in shouted or Lombard speech may 
only be related to the increased voice intensity [14,15]. 
However, hyperarticulation is observed not only in loud 
speech but also in clear speech or infant addressed speech 
[16,17], so that we can assume that hyper-articulation aims at 
increasing audiovisual intelligibility in these specific 
situations, and that it may be the case for Lombard speech 
too. On the other hand, articulatory transform in loud and 
Lombard speech has been shown to consist of a 
reorganization rather than an homothetic amplification of the 
gestures [14] or a simple translation of the vowel system in 
the first formants space [15,18]. Consequently, it is far from 
obvious that these modifications improve segmental 

intelligibility. In fact, the increased jaw aperture can even be 
considered as a perturbation to intelligible speech production 
instead [19,20]. 
In that study, we explore acoustic and articulatory 
modifications of French vowels and bilabial consonants in 
noise. We envisage how these modifications may contribute 
to ‘prototype” some audible and/or visible cues to segment 
recognition [21-24] or to enhance the audiovisual contrast 
between phonological categories [17,25,26].  

2. Material and methods 

2.1. Protocol 
3 female native speakers of French (L1 to L3) have 
successively been recorded when playing an interactive game 
with the experimenter, standing 2.5m in front of each of them 
(see [9,27] for more details). The game required the 
production of 15 highly confusable logatoms, standing as 
river names ([lala], [lela], [lale], [lali], [lila], [lyla], [laly], 
[lalu], [lula], [pala], [lapa], [bala], [laba], [mala], [lama]). 
Analysed segments of these logatoms are indicated in bold. A 
carrying sentence : “La __ longe la __” (The river1 is passing 
by the river2) was imposed so that the analysed vowels were 
always in the same segmental context /l_(l)/, and the bilabial 
consonants in the same context /a_a/.
Speakers were first recorded in silence and then in a cocktail 
party noise, extracted from the BD_Bruit database [28]. Noise 
was played over two loudspeakers located 2m away from the 
speaker and 2m away from each other. Its level was calibrated 
to 85dB at the participant's ears. Noise was removed from the 
acoustic signal using the method designed by Ternstrom et al. 
[29]. 

2.2. Audiovisual measurements 
The Audio signal was recorded with an AKG microphone 
placed 20cm away from the lips, then digitized at a rate of 
44.1kHz. Segments boundaries were labelled using Praat [30]. 
The frequencies of the vowels’ first three formants were 
estimated with Matlab from the audio signal by using a 
conventional autocorrelation-based LPC method [31]. The 
number of poles has been chosen as a function of the 
sampling frequency. 

Articulatory data were extracted from video recordings (25 
images/s) of the speaker's lips, using a labiometric device 
[32]. We have measured the maximum amplitude of lip 
aperture, lip spreading (both from inner lip contour), and 
upper lip protrusion movements on every analysed vowels 
(cf. Figure 1). All these articulatory parameters were 
normalized by their speaker-dependant maximum, measured 
from extreme articulatory gestures recorded at the end of the 
experiment. Therefore they are presented in percents instead 
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of millimeters. Lastly, we also estimated lip compression on 
bilabial consonants by the parameter (B’neutral-B’)/B’neutral ,
only defined when the mouth is closed. B’ stands for lip 
aperture measured from the external lip contour and its 
neutral value is measured from an instant of the recording 
when the speaker shows a closed and resting position of the 
mouth, without any lip contraction (see Figure 1). Lip 
compression is minimum (0%) for resting closure of the 
mouth, and maximum (100%) when the lips are so 
compressed that they are no longer visible (i.e. when B’=0). 

Figure 1. Articulatory parameters : Lip spreading 
(A), Lip aperture from external and inner contour (B 
and B’), Protrusion of the upper lip (P1). 

3. Audible cues to vowel perception 
There are different theories of segments perception, and thus, 
different approaches to the problem of understanding how 
acoustic and articulatory modifications of speech segments 
may affect their intelligibility.   
First, the theory of acoustic invariance [21] or the « direct 
realist » theory [22] defend the idea that segment recognition 
is determined by invariant acoustic properties. In particular, it 
is admitted that the frequency of the 3 first formants play a 
determinant role in vowel perception [33]. Other theories 
rather support the idea that human perception is not 
parametric and sensitive to invariant properties, but sensitive 
to ratios or to integrated properties instead [34,35]. Lindblom 
even suggests that the interpretation of these cues in terms of 
phonological categories may depend on the communicative 
context and may involve high level cognitive processes [36].   
Then, some studies brought arguments in favor of the 
existence of prototypic values for the recognition of 
phonological categories [23,24], which means that a vowel 
may be better recognized when its acoustic properties are 
close to those of its prototype. On the other hand, other 
studies support the idea that languages tend to maximize the 
distance in the space of acoustic properties between 
phonological categories [25], and that speakers also tend to 
expand their vowel system when speaking clearer or slower 
[17,26].  
Therefore we are going to explore how the acoustic 
modification of vowels produced in noise can be interpreted 
at the light of these different theories of vowel perception.

Figure 2. Modification in the F1/F2 plane of the 
vowel system from silence to cocktail-party noise for 
the three female speakers L1, L2 and L3. 

Figure 2 presents how the first two formants (F1 and F2) of 5 
French vowels vary in average from silent to noisy conditions 
for the 3 recorded speakers. We have left the third formant 
(F3) aside as its variations from silence to noise do not exceed 
3% for all the considered vowels except [u] for which F3 
increases by 5% in average.  

We can see that vowel production mainly changes in noise 
along the F1 dimension (from + 22 to 36%). Most of the 
vowels do not vary much along F2 (less than + 2%), except 
[u] for which F2 increases by 21% in average from silence to 
noise for these 3 considered speakers.  

P1 In a conception of acoustic invariance or prototypic 
perception of vowels, these acoustic modifications may 
contribute to increase the intelligibility of [a] vowels 
produced in noise. On the contrary, all the other vowels move 
away from their prototypes and might be less intelligible: out 
of context, [i] vowels produced in noise might be perceived as 
[e], and [u] vowels as [o] (cf. Figure 2).  
Then, in a contrastive conception of vowel perception, we can 
see that formant modifications in noise tend to enhance the 
distance along the F1 dimension, and thus the potential 
distinction between high and close vowels, whereas the 
contrast is instead reduced between front and back vowels 
along the F2 dimension. These results do not confirm those of 
Rostolland on French shouted speech, who reported that F2 
varies with vocal effort in a different way for every vowel 
category but in a way which maintains their distinction [18]. 
On the contrary, he observed a significant modification of F3 
with vocal effort, which decreases the vowel contrast. 

Now, formants do not vary alone in noise but in conjunction 
with fundamental frequency (F0). Traunmüller has shown that 
the difference between F1 and F0, in barks, is more relevant 
than F1 alone to account for the perception of vowel height 
[37]. On Figure 3, we can see that (F1-F0)barks remains 
constant in noise (for L2) or even decreases (for L1 and L3) 
for close vowels, whereas it remains constant (for L3) or 
increases (for L1 and L2) for [a]. From a prototypic as well as 
from a contrastive conception of vowel perception, this may 
increase the intelligibility and the distinction between close 
and open vowels. On the other hand, the semi-open vowel [e] 
shows different variations among speakers. (F1-F0)barks
increases for L1 and L3, with a similar trend to open vowels, 
whereas it decreases for L2. 

Figure 3. Modification in noise of the vowel system 
along the (F1-F0)barks dimension, for three female 
speakers L1, L2 and L3. 

In addition, Traunmüller suggested that (F2-F1)barks well 
accounts for the distinction of back and front rounded vowels 
[38], being important in the case of [i] and weak for [u]. On 
Figure 4, we can see that (F2-F1)barks tends to decrease in 
noise for close vowels (except for [u] produced by L3), which 
is contrary to what Lienard et al. observed with an increased 
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vocal effort [39]. We also notice that the contrast between 
front rounded and back vowels decreases in noise along this 
(F2-F1)barks dimension, which should rather lead to a 
decreased intelligibility.  

Figure 4. Modification in noise of close vowels [i], 
[y] and [u] along the (F2-F1)barks dimension, for three 
female speakers L1, L2 and L3. 

Syrdal and Gopal also suggested (F3-F2)barks as a good 
correlate of the front–back contrast [40], being high in the 
case of [u] and weak for [i] or [y]. For speech produced in 
noise, we have seen that F2 and F3 vary few except for vowel 
[u]. On Figure 5, we can see that this contributes to reduce the 
contrast between [u] and [y] along that (F3-F2)barks dimension 
and thus, to potentially reduce their perceptual distinction.  

Figure 5. Modification in noise of the acoustic 
distance between [a] and [u] along the (F1+F2)/2barks
dimension, and between [u] and [y] along the (F3-
F2)barks dimension, for three female speakers L1, L2 
and L3. 

Then, Chistovich et al. have introduced the notion of ‘‘center 
of gravity effect’’ to account for the integrated perception of 
F1 and F2 in the region of the vowel space where these first 
two formants are close together [35]. Thus, an integrated 
value such as (F1+F2)/2 in barks could be relevant to 
characterise [u], which has a very low spectrum barycentre. 
This tonotopic parameter could also well account for the 
distinction between [u] and [o] or [a], which demonstrate 
higher centers of gravity. As F1 and F2 increase in noise for 
[u], its spectrum barycentre consequently raises, which may 
affect its intelligibility. However, we can see on Figure 5 that 
the contrast between [a] and [u] is still preserved in noise 
along the (F1+F2)/2barks dimension for speakers L1 and L2. 
This is not the case of L3 for whom this contrast strongly 
decreases in Lombard speech. 

Last, we have computed the area of the vowel triangle formed 
by the three extrema [a], [i] and [u] of the French vowel 
system, in the (F1-F0)*F2*F3 space (in barks). Figure 6
shows how this area is similar for speech produced in silence 
and in noise for speakers L1 and L2, but decreases in noise 
for L3. This means that contrary to clear speech, Lombard 
speech does not demonstrate any expansion of the vowel 
system but a conservation or even a reduction instead,  

confirming previous observations of Lombard speech [5] and 
shouted speech [18].  

Figure 6. Modification in noise of the area of the 
triangle constituted by [a], [u] and [i], the three 
extrema of the French vowel system, in the (F1-
F0)*F2*F3barks space.  

4. Visible cues to segments perception 
We have seen previously how acoustic modifications of the 
vowel production in noise may affect segmental 
intelligibility. Now, speech is not only audible but also 
visible. Visual modality helps not only hard of hearing people 
but every listener to better understand speech [41].  Indeed, 
for some theories of speech perception, like the “direct 
realist” theory [22], the speech motor theory [42], or the 
theory of perception for action control [43], phonological 
categories are defined at the level of the production gesture 
and the acoustic signal is only a cue, as much as the visual 
one, to get back to articulatory gestures.  
Thus, French vowels can be categorised and perceptually 
distinguished from 4 articulatory features: 
- The degree of vocal tract aperture, related to jaw lowering 
and lip opening.
- The position of the vocal tract constriction by the tongue, at 
the front or back or the oral cavity.   
- The protrusion and the rounding of the lips, or on the 
contrary their spreading. 
- The degree of coupling between oral and nasal cavities, 
thanks to the velum. 
Among these different features, jaw and lip movements are 
highly visible. Tongue position can be guessed but more 
hardly. Velum movements cannot be visually perceived. 
Therefore we have focused here on the modification of lip 
articulatory movements and examined how these 
modifications may affect visual intelligibility of Lombard 
speech.  

First, we can see on Figure 7 that lip aperture increases in 
noise for every vowel and speaker, which is consistent with 
the global increase of F1 [44]. Consequently, this may 
improve the intelligibility of open vowels but reduce it for 
close ones. However, from a contrastive point of view, the 
articulatory distance between the open [a] vowel and close 
rounded vowels ([y], [u]) is preserved for speakers L1 and L3 
along the lip aperture dimension, and even slightly increases 
for L2. This confirms results of Schulman who observed that 
vowel distinction is preserved along the lip opening/closing 
dimension in loud speech [14].  
Spread vowels show more inter-speaker variability. Indeed, 
speakers L1 and L2 do not really open more the lips in noise 
for [i] vowels whereas the greatest amplification of lip 
aperture in noise is observed for [i] produced by L3. This 
results in an improved contrast in lip aperture between [i], [e] 
and [a] produced in noise by speakers L1 and L2, whereas [i] 
and [e] show similar lip aperture in noise for L3.  
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Figure 7. Modification in noise of the vowel system 
along lip articulatory dimensions, for three female 
speakers L1, L2 and L3. Articulatory parameters are 
normalised by their maximum value measured for 
each speaker. 

Lip spreading increases in noise for rounded vowels (cf. 
Figure 7), which may reduce their visual intelligibility. On 
the other hand, spread vowels are also more spread in noise 
by speakers L2 and L3, but not by L1. This results in a 
conservation of the spreading/rounding contrast for L2, and a 
reduction for L1 et L3. Thus, this does not completely 
confirm the observations of Schulman who observed a 
preservation of this contrast in loud speech [14]. 

Then, we can see on Figure 7 that vowels are more 
contrasted in noise along the protrusion dimension. This 
results from different strategies for the 3 speakers: L3 
enhances the protrusion of [u] and [y] as compared to the 
other vowels. On the contrary, L1 conserves the protrusion of 
protruded vowels but enhances back movements of the lips on 
spread and open vowels. L2 enhances the protrusion of 
protruded vowels as well as back movement of open and 

in noise. In addition, we notice on Figure 8 a larger increase 

spread vowels. 

Last, we noticed that speakers amplify not only lip opening 
movements in noise, but also closing ones. Thus, Figure 8
shows how lip compression of bilabial consonants is 
enhanced in noise by every speaker. Such an increased lip 
compression for bilabial stops has already been observed in 
loud speech [14]. This could be related to the increase of  
intra-oral pressure with an increased vocal effort. However, 
we observe an increase of lip compression in noise not only 
for bilabial stops but also for nasal segments [m]. Whatever 
causes these articulatory modifications, they may result in an 
improved visual recognition of bilabial consonants produced 

of lip compression for [p] segments, for speakers L2 and L3, 
which is consistent with previous studies [45,46].  

Figure 8. Increased lip compression in noise for 3 
bilabial consonants [p], b] and [m], and three female 
speakers L1, L2 and L3. 

5. Discussion
Previous studies in perception reported a global increased 
intelligibility of Lombard speech, especially in the audio 
domain and not a lot in the visual one [13].  
From a production point of view, we have shown in this 
article that acoustic modification of vowels in noise may 
preserve or enhance their specific features or their contrast 
along the (F1-F0)barks dimension, on the contrary to all the 
other examined dimensions such as (F1+F2)/2barks, (F1-
F2)barks or (F3-F2)barks. In the space of the first 3 formants, we 
do not either observe in Lombard speech any similar 
expansion of the vowel system to what Lindblom reported in 
clear speech [17]. Thus, whatever the theory of speech 
perception we may consider to interpret acoustic 
modifications in noise, it does not seem that the global 
increase of audio intelligibility observed for Lombard speech 
comes from the frequency variation of vowel formants. On 
the contrary, we may instead expect a degradation of 
segmental intelligibility in the audio domain for speech 
produced in noise. 
In the visual domain, we have shown that lip movements in 
aperture and protrusion contribute to prototype vowels visible 
features or to increase the contrast between vowel categories.  
However, this is not the case for lip spreading movements. 
Lip compression is also significantly enhanced in noise for 
every bilabial consonant. Thus, we may expect an increased 
segmental intelligibility of Lombard speech in the visual 
domain.

The main conclusion of this study is that observations in 
segment production cannot explain the results of perceptual 
studies of Lombard speech [13].  
A first explanation is that we may have focused on production 
descriptors which are not relevant. Thus, we have especially 
focused here on vowels whereas consonants may be more 
crucial. Indeed, clear speech has been characterised not only 
by an expansion of the vowel system but also by an 
enhancement of obstruent sounds, especially of stop 
consonants [47]. Likewise, we have focused here on static 
cues whereas dynamic features may be more important for 
segment perception in noise [48,49]. 
A second main possibility is that the increased intelligibility 
globally observed over whole utterances produced in noise do 
not come from the segmental level but more from the 
enhancement of prosodic cues or from the highlighting of 
important information in the utterance [9,12,13]. Therefore it 
seems necessary at this point to investigate with more details 
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the different segmental and suprasegmental contributions to 
the global increased intelligibility of Lombard speech. To that 
goal, we are currently conducting some audiovisual tests to 
explore the perception of vowels produced in noise. 
Then, if the increased intelligibility of Lombard speech does 
not come from the segmental level, there still remains the 
question of interpreting the use or the cause of hyper-
articulation and formants modification in noise.
The first hypothesis would be that they are all related to the 
increase of vocal intensity. However, we have precisely 
reported throughout the article some difference between our 
observations on Lombard speech and previous studies on loud 
or shouted speech [14,18]. Formant modifications observed 
here can be pretty well explained by the increase in vocal 
effort and mouth aperture which go together. On the other 
hand, we observe some articulatory modifications in noise, 
such as an increased protrusion for protruded vowels (for 2 
speakers over 3) or an enhancement of lip compression for 
[m] segments, which cannot be directly explained by the 
increase in vocal intensity. 
However, we have shown in the article that isolated vowels 
are distorted rather than prototyped in noise, but that the 
contrast between them can be conserved along some audible 
and visible dimensions, though. We have seen for example 
that speaker L1 does not enhance the contrast in protrusion by 
enhancing this feature for protruded vowels, but on the 
contrary by enhancing the antagonistic movement for non 
protruded vowels. This lets us think that acoustic and 
articulatory modifications may compensation strategies more 
than strategies to increase segmental intelligibility. Indeed, 
the speaker may adopt a main communicative strategy to cope 
with the noise (maybe “speaking louder” ?), which may 
induce some perturbation at the segmental level (by 
increasing the mouth aperture and raising formants [19,20]). 
Some of the acoustic and articulatory modifications observed 
for Lombard speech may thus be related to this first main 
strategy. But on the contrary, some other ones may be done to 
compensate for the first ones and achieve a compromise 
between the goal of the first main strategy and the 
preservation of an acceptable segmental intelligibility. A 
previous study showed that loud speech is more intelligible 
that “normal” speech until a threshold of vocal intensity from 
which intelligibility decreases a lot [50]. This phenomenon 
could argue in favour of our hypothesis and indicate that 
above a given threshold of vocal intensity, speakers do not 
achieve any longer to reach a compromise between the 
increase of vocal intensity and the preservation of vowel 
articulation.
The enhancement of visible cues could usefully contribute to 
this compromise by compensating for the acoustic 
degradation of audible features, thanks to the complementary 
nature of both modalities [51]. Indeed, rounded and protruded 
vowels are the most intelligible vowels in the visual domain 
[52]. This means that they are still well recognized even if 
their articulation is a few distorted. In addition, maintaining 
this visible cue can be enough for the speech partner to 
identify this vowel category, even if formants are modified a 
lot.
Moreover, there are some motor equivalences so that 
movements of an articulator can be compensated by another 
articulator to achieve a similar acoustic result [53]. In the case 
of [u] in particular, speakers can compensate for an increased 
mouth opening by moving their tongue back [19]. Therefore 
we have recently recorded a new database of Lombard speech 
to explore tongue movements in addition to lip articulation, in 
order to determine whether there are some compensation 

strategies at the tongue level and whether hyper-articulation 
observed in Lombard speech concerns only visible 
articulators or all articulators.
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